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The cold air blew past Jack's face, 

“BT we are nearly there we just” BOOM there was a big bang that hit BT launching him back across the Ship. 

Out of nowhere a high class Northstar Titan swooped in winding around like a red snake. 

“This is the end of your road son, nowhere to run, nowhere to hide, I own the skies.’’  Jack shivered like a 

helpless lamb. Jack instantly opened fire stunning the Northstar. 

“Take that, '' exclaimed Jack. BANG TING 

“I report extreme hull damage,” said BT. The sun crashed into the mountains unleashing a blinding light 

distracting Jack and letting the Northstar get a clear shot. “BANG!” The bullet pierced through the air like an 

Eagle. 

“BT head for the battery” exclaimed Jack in a rush. “Got to go faster than that son, speed is life-” BANG a bullet 

hit the Northstar titan right in the chest. 

“Going down going down!” screamed the Northstar titan in agony. 

“I think he is dead, please disembark to go to Draconis,”said BT. Jack jumped out of BT so BT could throw him 

to the Draconis. But out of nowhere the Northstar crashed into BT! 

“I suggest-OOF-shoot his hull’’ BANG BANG BANG Jack shot every shot with a bullseye blowing up the 

Northstar Titan. 

“I am certain he is dead,” said BT. 

The cold breeze blew past Jack's face and a dark shadow brewed across the bright sky. 

”BT what's happening?” exclaimed Jack in terror as a black figure walked across the ship slowly. Jack's head 

started to throb; his vision began to fade but he kept strong. The figure approached Jack holding a blade in his 

right hand. He had on a black cloak as dark as night, his eyes were a bright purple glistening like the sun. One 

thing captured Jack's attention, he had no skin, he was all bones, he was a skeleton. 

” What are you?” asked Jack, terrified. 

“Your nightmare” he responded calmly. SHING! The blade went through Jack's stomach smoothly leaving a 

giant cut with blood on all edges. BT looked at Jack lying lifelessly on the ground thinking of protocol 3 to 

protect the pilot. 

“I will not lose another pilot!’’ BT screamed as he charged at the figure launching him back across the ship, 

“You can't kill me” exclaimed the Figure. Suddenly BT thought of something, something risky but it would 

work. 

“Activating core!” BOOM! BT exploded, killing the Figure. Jack turned to see BT his parts destroyed but he was 

just barely alive. 

”BT you, ok?!’’ 

“I am alright Jack, but the main question is are you ok?” 

‘’I am but we have to get to the ARK before the rest of the IMC and we don't have long! “ 



BT and Jack race to the control room and set course for the ARK. They arrive at the control room looking at the 

ARK glooming like a Sun just sitting in the sky. Jack grabbed it quickly since they didn't have much time and 

the Draconis was heading straight down. 

“The Draconis is in no shape for landing you have to take cover!’’ 

“BT but what about you!’’ 

“I do not matter Jack, if you survive with the ARK Billions will be saved.” 

BT puts Jack on his chest with his arms around him to give him cover. 

“BT no!” BOOM! The Draconis plummeted to the ground destroying everything nearby. 

Jack was saved because of BT's sacrifice.  Billions of people were saved, because of BT's sacrifice to save Jack 

and to return the ARK to the Militia forces which were the people fighting the IMC. After saving the ARK Jack 

now fights to protect the people from danger and the IMC. He will always remember what BT did for the 

billions of people who lived on the planet. 

 


